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This issue you can get to know a little

I hope the rest of this new year is fruitful

more about Paul Collado the Vice Chair

and profitable for all our readers and

We
are
into
the
Christmas break and
reviewing what has been a good,
busy year.

of the GFSB, plus a new interesting

members.

January marks an exciting time for

with a good series of Breakfast Clubs,

Gibraltar as the new DLT legislation

which have all been well attended

comes into effect. We have therefore

and proved useful. We also held our

focussed this issue on FinTech and the

first

potential business opportunities this

Supernatural in the World Trade Center.

brings. There are a lot of local firms

The feedback was excellent and we are

who have already seen a great increase

looking forward to the next one. Keep

in

an eye out for our email notifications

ear readers,

interest

from

FinTech

related

companies, and this is just the tip of the

member. If you would like us to
Please get in touch if you have anything

interview you please let us know.

you think we should cover in future
We have been extremely busy recently

Speed

Networking

event,

at

about all the upcoming events.

iceberg.
The GFSB is here to help your company,
As we have been saying for some

to keep Gibraltar a great place to do

time now, Brexit can be seen as an

business, and to communicate with

opportunity. A chance to improve our

the Government on your behalf. Let us

processes, become more effective and

know your issues and concerns so we

stream line our businesses. Gibraltar

can be informed of everything that is

has continuously evolved, our business

going on, and do all we can to help.

editions.
Wishing you all the best,

Julian Byrne
Chairman
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shareholding, such acquisition may be
subject to opposition by said authority.

FINTECHS AND PSD2:

EVOLUTION OR
REVOLUTION

The main changes following the Second
Payment Services Directive (“PSD2”)
relate to the broadened scope of
the directive, conduct of business
requirements, customer protection,
competition and security.

WHO DOES IT EFFECT?
PSD2 affects existing payment service
providers, including banks, e-money
institutions, digital wallet services,
loyalty programmers and technology
providers, whether regulated by the
relevant regulatory authority (such as
the Financial Conduct Authority in the
United Kingdom) or not.

WHEN WILL THIS BECOME
APPLICABLE?
In the United Kingdom and Gibraltar,
ISSUE 32 | WINTER 2017 |

intouch

Complaints
Businesses will now only have 15 business
days to respond to a customer’s complaint
and will be obliged to advise on an
appropriate alternate dispute resolution
body if the complaint remains unresolved.
Consumer protection
The implementation of PSD2 bans
surcharges on the use of payment
cards and users will only be liable for
transaction charges where the amount
is fully disclosed prior to the transaction.
Users will also have the right to request
monthly transaction statement, without
charge.

Businesses that were providing AIS
or PIS before 12 January 2016 do
not need to seek authorisation or
registration, vary their authorisation
or cease providing these services until
18 months after the coming into force
of the European Banking Authority’s
Regulatory Technical Standard on
Strong Customer Authentication and
Common and Secure Communication.
However, they will not be entitled to
access customer account information
under the new PSRs 2017.
For businesses based in the United
Kingdom, an application must be
submitted to the Financial Conduct
Authority by no later than 13 April 2018
which may take up to three months to
process.

Businesses that are already authorised
or registered with Financial Conduct
Authority, will be required to provide
HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE
additional information and then will be
NEW REGULATION
considered for re-registration or reBusinesses which began providing AIS
underPage
the new
regulations.
or
PIS on orhalf
after
12 ad
January
2016 mustpage adauthorisation
Burlingtons
page
aw 01.12.17_half
04/12/2017 13:11
1

WHAT IS PSD2?
Until recently, the Payment Services
Directive (“PSD”) was the legal
framework governing payment services
across Europe. With the objective of
modernising the regulation in line with
developing technology, the European
Commission overhauled PSD with
the implementation of PSD2. This
new regulation covers a wide range
of payment related services and will
require businesses to re-evaluate their
systems and processes to comply with
the new rules.

Customer authentication
The new standards will allow a payer
to authorise a transaction by using at
least two of three elements, namely,
knowledge (passwords or pin codes),
possession (physical possession of
cards) or inherence (bio-scans).

be registered or authorised, or vary their
authorisation, before 13 January 2018 if
they wish to carry on providing these
services on or after that date.

PSD2 must be implemented by 13
January 2018. Payment service providers
must promptly assess the potential
impact of PSD2 on their business and
take the necessary steps to ensure they
are compliant by no later than 13 April
2018.

WHAT DOES IT CHANGE FOR
THE FINTECH INDUSTRY?
Increased scope
PSD2 expands the reach of the original
PSD to include transactions where at
least one party (but not necessarily
both) is located within the European
Union. As a result, more conduct of
business and information requirements
will apply to international payments.
Businesses should therefore consider
whether any changes may be needed
to comply with these new requirements,
particularly for accounts or agreements
that previously fell outside the scope of
PSD.
Third party payment service providers
(TPP)
PSD2 introduces two new regulated
payment services:
• Account Information Services (AIS)
• Payment Institution Services (PIS)

ABOUT BURLINGTONS
Burlingtons is a full service law firm
based in the heart of London’s west
end and offices in Gibraltar, Moscow, St
Petersburg, Vienna, Malta and Almaty.
It is renowned for its professional
culture, delivering work to the highest
legal standards and building long-term
relationships with clients.
They are able to advise on, but not
limited to:
• whether your business falls within the
scope of the regulation and required to
provide additional information by the
relevant deadline
• assist with collection of documents and
regulatory approval
• ensuring your business’ continued
compliance
If you would like more information
on the re-registration procedure and
whether your business would need
to apply for re-registration please
contact Deborah Mills, Senior Partner at
deborah.mills@burlingtonslegal.com

AIS are providers that can connect to
bank accounts and retrieve information
from them. They help users gain an
overview of their financial position by
aggregating information from their
various payment accounts.
PIS are institutions that can initiate
payment transactions. Businesses
providing either service may need to
become regulated for the first time
under PSD2.
Narrower exemptions
Several exemptions available under the
PSD have been narrowed under PSD2,
affecting businesses which to date have
fallen outside of the scope of regulation.
For example, the previous commercial
agent exemption, which applied under
PSD where a commercial agent acts on
behalf of both the payee and payer, no
longer applies.

BURLINGTONS LEGAL – NOW IN GIBRALTAR
CORPORATE | COMMERCIAL | REAL ESTATE | BUSINESS RECOVERY AND INSOLVENCY | MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT | EMPLOYMENT | IMMIGRATION
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY | PRIVATE CLIENT AND FAMILY | DISPUTE RESOLUTION | BANKING AND FINANCE | TAXATION

Burlingtons Legal LLP
Acquisitions
Existing or proposed shareholders in
regulated payment institutions now
have an obligation to inform the relevant
regulatory authority of any decision
to acquire or increase their current

UK Head Oﬃce: 5 Stratford Place, London W1C 1AX
Gibraltar Oﬃce: 3rd Floor Montarik House, Bedlam Court, Gibraltar GX11 1AA
Telephone: +44 (0) 207 529 5420 | Email: deborah.mills@burlingtonslegal.com
www.burlingtonslegal.com
Representative oﬃces: Almaty, Malta, Moscow, St Petersburg, Vienna.
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DISTRIBUTED
LEDGER
TECHNOLOGY
AND
GIBRALTAR:
A GIANT LEAP
FORWARD
By Oliver Gottmann,
Ellul & Co

T

here is often a stigma
attached to those willing
to think differently or
break the zeitgeist of
their time. Galileo was heavily
persecuted by the Catholic
Church for challenging the view
that Earth was at the centre of
the solar system. Nikola Tesla
was ridiculed for his Alternate
Current by Thomas Edison,
albeit for financial reasons,
and even Einstein’s Theory
of Relativity was mocked by
German physicist and Nobel
Prize winner Philipp Lenard.
This tells us that believing in and
championing something different
that may challenge the status quo
will face resistance. The credibility or
logic of these challenges or criticisms
often needs little sense or relevance
to damage its credibility. This makes
the task of promoting change more
problematic.
Governments are often the most
sceptical of stakeholders. Reagan
once said, “If it moves, tax it. If it keeps
moving, regulate it. And if it stops
moving, subsidize it.” In a similar vein,
and particularly in the digital age, it is
more a case of, “If there’s benefit to be
gained, embrace it. If we can’t keep up
with it, regulate it. If it’s going to happen
anyway, support it.” This is certainly
the approach taken by the Gibraltar
Government and our regulator regarding
Distributed Ledger Technology (“DLT”).
DLT (or “blockchain”) is a secure peer
to peer technology. There is no longer
the need for a central controller. It is
a system that monitors activities and
information across a network of personal
computers, without any one person or
middleman intervening. This disruptive
technology is changing how the world
does business and is the foundation
upon which cryptocurrencies exist.
DLT can help manage and verify online
data such as transactions and personal
data which means that the running
costs of businesses can be reduced and
processes simplified.
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Gibraltar has been a hub for financial
services activities for some time
now. Having embraced online (née
telephone) betting in the 1990s and
offered insurance companies a stable
and strategically beneficial jurisdiction to
operate in (also funds, trusts, company
management), we are no strangers
to major financial, complex and
technology-driven industries.
Gibraltar was one of the first EU
jurisdictions to grant online gambling
licenses to commercial operators. Our
aim was to attract high-tech quality
industry, create attractive jobs and
enhance the skillsets of our population
whilst policing the licensed businesses.
This, in turn, promoted the jurisdiction
as a centre of excellence. It was and
continues to be a great success.
Gibraltar saw potential in online gaming
and proactively promoted, embraced
and put a regulatory framework around
it so that it would protect consumers
without harming the product. DLT is
benefitting from this same approach.
The new DLT Regulatory Framework
(the “DLT Regulations”) announced in
October 2017, which comes into force
in January 2018, offers those “carrying
on by way of business, in or from
Gibraltar, the use of distributed ledger
technology for storing or transmitting
value belonging to others ” a legitimacy
and security that is not found elsewhere.
After two and a half years of research
and planning, once again Gibraltar sets
the trend.
Word spread fast and the DLT
Regulations became global news. They
have reshaped the framework for those
looking to set up or who are already
operating in this space. Relocating DLT
operations to Gibraltar is now a real
option for many, as licensing offers not
only reassurance for customers, it also
gives a competitive advantage to the
haves versus the have-nots. It will have
the added benefit of introducing a new
wave of skillsets into the local market,
such as blockchain architects and crypto
experts.
At Ellul & Co we have embraced the
fintech revolution. Since 1973, we
have been involved in all aspects of
Gibraltar business from both a legal and
advisory aspect. DLT is no different. Our
dedicated fintech team personify the
Gibraltar Way – dynamic, innovative,
agile and competent, yet still remaining
true to our roots and values, by

continuing to provide a wide range of
the more traditional services.
Our team has a wealth of knowledge
and experience. Our Managing Partner
has over 20 years’ experience as a
corporate/commercial lawyer working
in the financial services industry. He is
joined by a senior associate with over 10
years of similar experience. The team
also includes a chartered accountant
and a previous employee of the Gibraltar
Financial Services Commission (“GFSC”),
the body assigned to issue DLT licenses
and supervise these firms. With our
collective experience of both working in
and advising a wide variety of regulated
industries (locally and internationally),
we bring a unique body of knowledge
from these industries not present
elsewhere and have the agility to act
swiftly and decisively when needed.
We offer the full package to fintech
firms, from structuring advice, strategy
and business plan review, to ensuring all
regulatory and compliance conditions
are met, including anti-money
laundering procedures, data protection
and (for DLT) ensuring that the nine
regulatory principles, set out in the DLT
Regulations, are met. We will guide DLT
businesses through the licensing process
with the GFSC and supporting every
step of the way.

up white papers and advice on AML,
corporate governance, risk management
and data protection requirements.
DLT firms have found a home in
Gibraltar where they will receive the
nurture and support they need to offer
customers a robust, secure and worldclass service and at the same time
promote the fintech revolution from
a reputable EU-standard jurisdiction.
Ellul & Co are here to ensure your setup
is smooth and seamless, supporting
your business and underlying interests
and aligning those with protecting
and promoting the good reputation of
Gibraltar.

1 The Financial Services (Distributed Ledger
Technology Providers) Regulations 2017
(http://www.gibraltarlaws.gov.gi/articles/2017s204.
pdf) together with a Bill for an Act to amend the
Financial Services (Investment and Fiduciary Services)
Act

We also advise on other areas such
as Initial Coin Offerings including
structuring advice, strategic advice
on token sale launches, and drawing
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“YOU
HOLD
YOUR
BANK
IN THE
PALM
OF
YOUR
HAND”
Pablo Dana talks to
InTouch about
Quantocoin

Pablo Dana with Michel Salgado

Q

uantocoin is a new
and potentially
revolutionary
cryptocurrency. Born
from the new generation of
advances in technology that
are completely altering the
landscape in which financial
services exist, Quantocoin
has the ambition to not only
revolutionise, but to some
extent, democratise access to
financial services. CEO, Pablo
Dana, is tirelessly enthusiastic
about the Quantocoin offering
and shared his vision of the
cryptocurrency with InTouch
Magazine.
Pablo Dana has some twenty-five years’
experience in the traditional banking
sector, having worked in jurisdictions as
far afield as Switzerland, Monte Carlo,
Bahamas, and for the past eight years he
has been based in Dubai. “Some years
ago, I recognised that cryptocurrency
was something that was growing,”
he explained, “being a father of five
children, I could not avoid being in touch
with how the new generation thought
and was introduced to the technology
and its potential when it was still at
an early stage. I wanted to be part
of this fintech generation, part of the
movement that means that accessibility
is central to the game, where old,
established systems like the traditional
banking system and all their related
costs don’t have to have total control.”
Pablo was convinced about the potential
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of cryptocurrencies and recalls that back
when he was working in traditional asset
and wealth management some years
ago, he was already beginning to advise
his clients to invest in Bitcoin. At the
time, the price was $340 per Bitcoin. On
5th December 2017 the price stands at
over $11,700 dollars.
Quantocoin refers to “holding your bank
in the palm of your hand” and it is not a
spurious or unlikely concept. Based on
blockchain technology, Quantocoin is a
new platform that delivers solutions for
“unbanked” people the world over. The
technology enables the currency to be
managed via smartphones. “It is useful
for people in countries or regions with
little proximity to ATMs or traditional
banks, or for those people who for one
reason or another don’t have access to
bank accounts, for example, because
their life opportunities have meant that
their level of educational attainment
limit their use and signing of documents.
Quantocoin provides a new way of
making payments and receiving money,”
says Pablo. It is easy to purchase tokens
through the website and become a
contributor, and Pablo firmly asserts that
the platform uses the most powerful
security systems available while still
allowing ease of access to the software.
With the expected launch of thousands
of new satellites for the provision
of mobile internet services in 2018,
managing your money portfolio - even
without a bank account - from the palm
of your hand becomes very real.

Argus is the only Chartered Insurer in Gibraltar.
The exclusive Chartered Insurers status is
evidence of our commitment to an overall
standard of excellence and professionalism
to our customers, partners and employees.
PO Box 45, Regal House, 3 Queensway, Gibraltar
T+350 200 79520

F +350 200 70942

E enquiries@argus.gi

www.argus.gi

www.argus.gi | Regal House, Queensway, Gibraltar | Licensed by the Financial Services Commission
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Pablo and his partners, along with the
virtual bank sustaining the currency,
Banque Duval, have been working for
two years on developing the platform
and the fintech supporting the digital
wallets that are used to make the
exchanges. The cryptocurrency and
its products are onto their first ICO
which will take place mid-December.
At the time of writing, Quantocoin has
made a generous pre-launch offer with
a 45% discount on its tokens which
can be purchased via Ethereum and
Bitcoin as well as fiat currencies through
Wavesplatform. “There has been an
excellent response to Quantocoin so
far,” says Pablo, “through our website
and through social media, we have
raised awareness of the product, and we
have also recruited the support of some
incredible ambassadors in the world
of football, including Roberto Carlos,
Patrick Kluviert and Michel Salgado.
We have had thousands of hits on our
videos and have thousands of followers
on our social media sites with a good
deal of interest expressed. We are
now seeing the work of the past two
years come to fruition and this is a very
exciting time for us.”
Pablo Dana is an entrepreneur, a
cryptocurrency enthusiast, and
also someone openly aware of how
cryptocurrencies can bring financial
freedom and possibilities even to
poorer communities. He points out
that there are over 2 billion people
in the world with no access to a
bank account. Having no access to
banking, or the ability to make or
receive payments, restricts people from
moving out of poverty by limiting all
sorts of possibilities. Pablo believes
there is an important social dimension
to Quantocoin because it will allow
individuals opportunities to enter the
financial world, and facilitate microinvestment and social enterprise on a
global scale. Quantocoin can be used
for microfinance lending, for example,
which is a widely accepted way of
helping communities lift themselves
out of poverty. Besides supporting
charities, Quantocoin is also keen to
become involved in the world of sport,
another way of contributing to local
communities, and is proud to recently
have become sponsors of Gibraltar
United FC.
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Pablo Dana and Roberto Carlos

Pablo Dana has links with Gibraltar that
go back for some years and has been
using the services of local law firms,
banks and the Gibraltar legal framework
for business. In his view, Gibraltar has
developed its understanding of fintech
and blockchain technology in a way he
describes as “incredible”. He goes on:
“We had discussions at ministerial level,
with banking, with legal professionals,
and we could see that we were working
with people who were able to project
into the future, who made the effort
to understand and propose solutions
to the fintech world in a way that is
extraordinary compared to any other
jurisdiction.” He was impressed with the
speed, the execution of activity and the
professional way that business matters
were being dealt with in Gibraltar. For
these reasons, Quantocoin was keen to
push for Gibraltar to host their second
ICO and to have the legal framework of
the currency based in Gibraltar.

Virtual banking, cryptocurrencies,
fintech: the terminology alone is
futuristic. But it’s happening right now
and it’s happening in Gibraltar. As Pablo
Dana says: “You cannot avoid the future;
the future is here.”
Further information on Quantocoin can
be found on their website:
https://quantocoin.io

intouch
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4

THINGS
TO KNOW
ABOUT
CRYPTOCURRENCY

U

nless you’ve spent
the last year living
underground, with no
access whatsoever
to another human being,
much less any contact with
social media, you will have
heard/seen something about
cryptocurrency (crypto for
short), or at least a mention of
the most famous of all the 1,300
cryptocurrencies in existence
today - Bitcoin. At the time
of publication, one Bitcoin is
valued at $17,439 and total
market cap for all cryptos has
risen from $17bn at the start of
the year to $492bn.

What is cryptocurrency?
Crypto/virtual currency, is defined by
the Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
as a digital representation of value that
can be digitally traded and functions as
a medium of exchange; and/or a unit of
account; and/or a store of value. It does
not have legal tender in any jurisdiction,
and it is not issued nor guaranteed by
any jurisdiction. Its functionality and
value exist only by agreement of a
community of its users and is different
to e-money in that e-money is a digital
representation of FIAT (or ‘real’) money.

What is ‘blockchain’ and why
is everyone talking about it?
The blockchain is the term used
to describe the ‘distributed ledger
technology’ (DLT) that is at the heart of
the majority of cryptos - the DLT is, as
the nomenclature suggests, distributed
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in that there is no one central server
to which a corporation/government
has the keys; the technology sits on
a network of computers around the
world – the coin is represented by a
cryptographic key which only the owner
possesses and, therefore, controls.

Why is Gibraltar at the
forefront of developments in
the space?
Gibraltar is a leader in this field as
a result of the work of the Gibraltar
Government Cryptocurrency working
group which was formed a number of
years ago. On the basis of the working
group’s findings, the Government
published regulations in October which
will come into force from 1 January 2018.
Gibraltar is leading the charge as the
first jurisdiction to regulate this kind
of activity, ensuring that it regulates
only the financial aspects of the
application of these technologies and
not the technologies or the currencies
themselves, an important distinction.
Having overseen the creation and
development of the gaming space
over the last twenty five years in
Gibraltar, our professionals, in tandem
with Government, seek to replicate
the formula by, once again, taking
advantage of an alignment of the
interests of three stakeholders - the
jurisdiction, the businesses active in this
space and the advancement of investor
protections.

features of the technology which
excite and fascinate in equal measure.
Decentralisation, anonymisation and
democratisation – a technology that
‘provides trust in a trustless world’, a
technology that allows us to reimagine
how we do things that we have always
taken for granted, a technology that, in
my view, is here to stay.
As for Bitcoin itself, Nicholas Szabo, a
legal scholar and computer scientist
that some suggest could be Satoshi
himself says that “running non-stop for
eight years, with almost no financial
loss on the chain itself, [Bitcoin] is now
in important ways the most reliable
and secure financial network in the
world”. The growth in value it has seen
in recent weeks has been nothing short
of staggering and, in an unregulated
world where market manipulation is rife,
it’s hard to disagree with the ‘bubble’
suggestions – but it certainly hasn’t
popped yet!
Author: Selwyn Figueras is the Head of Business
Development at ISOLAS LLP. Selwyn forms part of the
Fintech team at the firm—he has spoken at a number
of industry events.
Contact him by email selwyn.figueras@isolas.gi,
on Twitter @selwynf and on LinkedIn

Is Bitcoin a bubble?
It is important to distinguish Bitcoin,
for example, one of the best known
examples of a ‘killer app’ built on the
blockchain, from the blockchain itself.
Blockchain is about the many inherent
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Traditional Values
Innovative Solutions

MARC ELLUL
LOOKS AHEAD TO A
FINTECH FUTURE

E

llul & Co is a longestablished firm of
lawyers in Gibraltar
founded in 1973 by Eric
Ellul, Marc’s father, arguably
Gibraltar’s most experienced
matrimonial lawyer having
practiced in this field since the
early 1980s and influential in the
reform of Gibraltar’s divorce
laws. Managing partner, Marc,
is a widely respected corporate
lawyer in Gibraltar but has
recently expanded the law firm’s
services to include work within
the new and growing field of
Fintech.
“This move has been made as a
response to our existing clients and
their changing needs as they adapt their
business activities to take advantage
of the new opportunities developing
in Fintech,” Marc explained in an
exemplary illustration of how the first
rule of business could be considered
to be fostering customer relationships
and adapting as necessary. Ellul & Co
responded to this business interest on
the part of their clients by ensuring that
the firm had the skills to offer services to
the fintech sector.
Marc heads Ellul & Co.’s Fintech team,
which includes Senior Associate,
Neil Lopez, and Consultant, Oliver
Gottmann. Neil has been with the firm
since 2012 and has a good deal of
experience in corporate, commercial
and corporate finance work. Already
familiar with financial services, it was
just a short step for Marc and Neil to
immerse themselves in the world of
fintech, ICOs and cryptocurrencies,
developing services which were needed
for their existing customers and which
are now in increasing demand. Oliver
joined the team in October 2017. A
chartered accountant since 2004,
Oliver is experienced in a wide variety
of sectors, including e-gaming, financial
services, funds and audit. He formerly
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worked with the Gibraltar Financial
Services Commission and this in-depth
knowledge of the regulatory framework
of the sector as well as a personal
interest in blockchain technology
enhances the Ellul & Co Fintech team.
“The interest expressed by companies
seeking to establish themselves in
Gibraltar has been staggering,” Marc
tells me. He attributes a large part of
this interest to the robust regulatory
framework that Gibraltar has put in
place and how this has been marketed
around the world. “I cannot help but feel
proud of how Gibraltar has responded
to the opportunities that have been
created by technology and how this is
applied in the financial services sector,”
he continues. Gibraltar has shown itself
to be resourceful and enterprising, with
professionals, the regulatory body and
government working together to be the
first jurisdiction in the world to recognise
the importance of regulating distributed
ledger technology and thereby bring
the benefits of regulation to businesses
that set up in Gibraltar. “This is a world
first,” he emphasises, “we are right at the
forefront of global activity.” Gibraltar, a
tiny jurisdiction, having spent a couple of
decades seemingly cut off from Europe
because of the border closure, is now
getting into its stride, demonstrating
how to look beyond its shores out to
the rest of the world and not letting
being small get in the way of huge
achievements.
“The DLT regulations have sent a
message to the rest of the world, that
we are a serious jurisdiction, that we
know how to do things properly,” Marc
adds. These, he emphasises, are not
soft touch regulations, but seriously
mean business. There are nine principles
within the regulations, including the
principles of honesty and integrity,
of professionalism and having the
necessary skills, and companies will
need to demonstrate that they uphold
those principles. The regulations are
demanding; they are monitored, allow
for transparency, traceability and for
accountability. “The message is very

definitely getting out there to many
fintech companies across the world that
if they want to do business in a quality
jurisdiction such as Gibraltar, they need
to be serious and they need to operate
in an appropriate way,” Marc explains,
“this means that we are receiving
approaches from serious, professionallyrun organisations.”
Ellul & Co. has been receiving white
paper after white paper from companies
involved in fintech, including those
working with cryptocurrencies or
wanting to make initial coin offerings
(ICO). “We review all the white papers
we receive very thoroughly,” says Marc,
“and we often refer many back again so
that the companies involved can take
a really close second look at what they
offer and how they propose to offer it,
so that they can really think about what
they need to do to meet the regulation:
companies in financial services and
fintech want to be regulated so as to
generate customer confidence, and we
are able to apply our expertise to help
clients can achieve that.”
“Gibraltar has learned a great deal from
the world of e-gaming and how vital
it is for firms to be able to establish
themselves in a quality jurisdiction,”
Marc continues, “that model of
learning, understanding and embracing
innovation, where the people involved
in these industries – professionals,
government and the regulator alike
– interact with ease and with an
enterprising, problem-solving mindset,
is what is making all the difference. This
is an exciting world in an exciting time.”
He alludes to the UK’s withdrawal from
the EU and believes that Gibraltar is
relatively well served by its access to the
UK financial markets, which, although
they may suffer some negative impact
from Brexit, appear robust and lucrative
enough to withstand these. “At Ellul
& Co. we believe we can overcome
whatever challenges we may face and
are very positive about the future for
Gibraltar,” Marc adds.

Ellul & Co Trusted Since 1973
For more information contact us below:
Ellul & Co, Suite 7, Hadﬁeld House,
Library Street, Gibraltar
T: +350 200 70921
F: +350 200 74969
E: info@ellul.gi

www.ellul.gi

Ellul&Co
Law Firm
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NEW REGULATIONS
FOR A NEW INDUSTRY
IN A NEW AGE
By Chris Davis, Associate
Triay & Triay

G

ibraltar’s finance
sector is dynamic,
continually evolving
to accommodate the
emergence of new industries,
technology and entrepreneurs
whilst always catering for
the needs and protection of
consumers. The industries which
would immediately spring to
mind are the investment funds
sector and, most notably,
the online gaming sector.
These industries have, in their
respective ways, revolutionised
the finance centre and, more
broadly, business in Gibraltar.

I mention online gaming as the most
notable because, unlike the insurance
sector (and many other financial
services/EU driven industries), it was
something in which Gibraltar led the
way. There was no “pan-European”
regulation for online gaming, there were
no neatly worded directives which would
have to be applied; online gaming was
a new world. Several years on and we
are at it again. Not since the emergence
of the online gaming sector has a new
area of business been met with such
excitement in Gibraltar. This time, DLT
(distributed ledger technology), being
the words on everyone’s lips.
DLT is essentially a public ledger
consisting of replicated, shared, and
synchronized digital data spread across
multiple sites, countries, or institutions.
It is decentralised, meaning that it
functions completely peer to peer and
does not rely on a third party. It’s
disruptive, it’s a game changer and,
despite attempts from various authorities
around the world over time, it’s not
going away.
DLT is mostly associated with Bitcoin:
the digital currency used on a DLT, once
famously used to buy a couple of pizza’s
that would, at today’s rate, set you back
by tens of thousands of pounds (1
Bitcoin was worth over £7,000 in the
last week of November). However, as
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previously explained, it is the underlying
technology which is of particular
interest. DLT provides a multitude of
services and Gibraltar is positioning
itself as THE hub for new and innovative
businesses that provide services through
the use of DLT, in much the same way as
it opened its doors to the online gaming
industry.
Entrepreneurs have been looking at
ways of developing and applying DLT
since its inception. In fact T&T’s very first
DLT related enquiry goes back to 2013 –
yes, we were the lawyers often referred
to in press conferences and events.
However, at the time, HM Government
of Gibraltar (“GoG”) had not considered
how best to provide a regulatory
framework in light of the potential
impact of it on Gibraltar’s reputation.
However, times have changed and the
case in favour of DLT and its multitude
of uses has increased. The underlying
technology has seen increased use
across a variety of sectors in a number
of countries. Earlier this year ESMA
(the European Securities and Markets
Authority) issued a report on DLT in
which it discussed and acknowledged
its operational benefits (although it did
make certain reservations). The FCA
(the financial services regulator in the
UK) issued a discussion paper looking
into its benefits.

In October 2017 GoG published the
landmark Financial Services (Distributed
Ledger Technology Providers)
Regulations 2017 (the “Regulations”)
together with a corresponding Bill for
an act to amend the Financial Services
(Investment and Fiduciary Services) Act,
a regulatory framework allowing new
businesses to grow and develop the
use of DLT whilst also providing a “safe
space” for the potential consumers these
businesses may have.

consumers and Gibraltar’s reputation
as a finance centre and one that will
create an environment allowing DLT
related business to flourish. DLT’s
many potential uses also meant that it
is near impossible to establish a “one
size fits all” regulatory framework and
there would need to be a degree of
proportionality in the application of the
Regulations, particularly so in light of
many DLT based business essentially
being “start-ups”.

Now, it may seem somewhat
counterintuitive to create a regulatory
framework for an industry that prides
itself on being decentralised and “DLT
purists” will undoubtedly argue against
it. However, the regulation of DLT is
essential to its success. Certainly from
the jurisdiction’s point of view, the
establishment of a regulatory framework
for DLT on the Rock is a major step
forward for its development.
That is not to say that regulation should
seek to essentially thwart enterprise.
A careful balancing act was required
and a “happy middle” would have to
be reached in order to achieve the
ultimate goal, one that will protect

As the name suggests, the Regulations
will seek to regulate the providers
of the services (“DLT Providers”) as
opposed to the underlying technology
itself, which is decentralised. However,
despite maintaining the decentralised
ledger, the Regulations will seek to
provide protection for consumers by
requiring DLT Providers to satisfy certain
requirements largely contained within
the “9 Principles” within the Regulations.
Principles such as: honesty and integrity,
the maintenance of financial and nonfinancial resources and the management
of business with due skill and care are
but some of the principles that DLT
Providers will need to satisfy they are in

compliance with in order to be granted
a licence. In other words, DLT Providers
will therefore be held to account to a
high regulatory standard.
The regulatory framework and licensing
procedure are also not too dissimilar
from what local professionals and service
providers are familiar with in respect of
the regulation of other financial services.
Moreover, this will be complemented by
the issue of guidance notes (as provided
for within the regulations), which will
give service providers more of an idea of
what may be expected of them.
The Regulations (and possibly any
accompanying guidance) will officially
come into force on 1st January 2018
and so with it, Gibraltar’s (and even
the World’s) first fledgling DLT centre
will open its doors and welcome new
businesses, opening opportunities within
the jurisdiction. It will certainly prove to
be an exciting time.

GIBRALTAR’S LEGAL
EXPERTS IN FINTECH
From 1 January 2018, nine principles will regulate DLT firms authorised
and supervised by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission.
Triay & Triay has decades of expertise in financial services. We have
prepared for the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) regulations that will
make Gibraltar’s jurisdiction one of the most innovative in Europe.
With our team supporting your Fintech business, whether it is a
blockchain start-up, a multi-currency digital wallet system or an ICO
you can be assured of the best advice from a law firm that is respected
worldwide.

TRIAY & TRIAY – THE FIRST CHOICE
FOR THE DLT COMMUNITY.

Triay & Triay, 28 Irish Town, Gibraltar
Tel: +350 200 72020 • Fax: +350 200 72270 • info@triay.com • www.triay.com
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GIBFIN: GATHERING
LEADING LIGHTS OF
FINTECH IN GIBRALTAR
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ick Hughes, founder and
Managing Director of
EULAT Consulting, is
already looking ahead to
the spring of 2018, specifically,
the 28 th February to 1 st March.
“The Gibraltar International
FinTech Forum we’re organising
for the end of February is going
to be even bigger than the last
event,” he tells me with palpable
enthusiasm.

With a background in banking and in the
financial services sector, having worked
across Europe and Asia for some 18
years, Nick is a specialist recruitment
consultant for the fintech industry.
He also organises events such as the
FinTech Forum, applying his expert
knowledge of the sector to the
gathering together of industry leaders
from around the globe. The last FinTech
Forum that was held in Gibraltar earlier
this autumn was acknowledged as a
tremendous success and received a
good deal of media coverage both at
home and abroad. The main objective
of the event was to showcase Gibraltar
as the jurisdiction of choice for firms
from outside Gibraltar to set up and run
their fintech businesses. The October
event attracted some eighty companies
from around the world including USA,
Ukraine, Russia, China and Estonia.
Of these, five companies have since
incorporated in Gibraltar and all of these
five companies were first time visitors to
Gibraltar, attending specifically for the
Forum.
Nick goes on to discuss why Gibraltar
has a strong appeal to companies that
operate in the fintech industry and
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points to a number of reasons. “To start
with it is easy to set up and do business
in Gibraltar,” he explains. Besides the
straightforward system in place for
incorporation, the compactness of
Gibraltar means that all related services
and specialists, such as highly skilled
lawyers and accountants are readily
accessible. An English-speaking
jurisdiction with strong links to
the UK, its proximity to Europe and
its growing reputation for a robust
approach to regulation, transparency
and openness, Gibraltar is an attractive
proposition to many international
companies.

CMY

K

Gibraltar’s regulatory system is a strong
incentive for many companies to set
up and do business here, especially
in the fintech industry, where new
technologies and the rapid evolution
these facilitate are outstripping the pace
at which the world’s governments can
control them. Many companies want
to trade from a position of trust and
selecting to be regulated is a way of
demonstrating this and boosting
confidence in their services from what
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is a vast, global marketplace. Shellpay,
for example, is a Chinese company
attracted to precisely that particular
aspect of trading in Gibraltar, their CEO,
Jane Zhang, using the Forum as an
opportunity to find out about Gibraltar
as a place to do business, talking to
the regulators and other professionals
before making the decision to register
the company here. Fintech is an industry
which values transparency, traceability
and trust as attributes and embraces
regulation where businesses in other
sectors may consider regulation as
inhibitive. Nick also points to the
excellent support that the industry is
receiving from the Gibraltar Government
and the Financial Services Commission,
which he described as open, accessible
and very pro-business.

Gibraltar is demonstrating to the
international community that it is
rapidly becoming an important hub for
the fintech industry, as has been the
intention of government and financial
services sector leaders. While there
are still some areas that need to be
developed to enhance support for the
further development of fintech in
Gibraltar – supply of both office and
residential accommodation, for example,
although given the nature of this, it
could only have been a medium term
objective in a wider strategy. Nick
acknowledges that Gibraltar is faced
with challenges as the UK withdraws
from the European Union, but believes
it is Gibraltar’s determined and forwardthinking approach to the situation that is
likely to overcome some of the potential
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How are you
taking advantage
of the technology
ecosystem at
your fingertips?
Navigate the Transformative Age
with technology solutions from
the better-connected consultants.
Contact
Johann Olivera johann.olivera@gi.ey.com
+350 200 13 200 ey.com/gi
ey.com/fsinsights #BetterQuestions

difficulties, such as cross-border issues.
Nick and I also spend some time
discussing the issue of recruitment and
skills, with Nick noting that the rapid
growth of the fintech industry means
that it is not always easy to recruit
people with just the right skill set. While
education is part of an overall strategy
for governments that want to appeal
to the industry, he makes a point of
emphasising that fintech is open to
anyone with the right background, the
willingness to cross train to transfer
existing skills and attain new ones, and,
especially to those with the an open,
flexible mind-set to approach a career in
this field. “The possibilities and rewards
and pretty impressive,” Nick observes,
“and the work is fresh, new and exciting,
because change is a constant, which
means that it may well be about leaving
behind the nine-to- five and reaching out
into the unknown.” Nick is in discussions

© 2017 EYGM Limited. All Rights Reserved. ED 0818.

The 2018 Gibraltar International FinTech
Forum will therefore have as its setting
a jurisdiction which is offering skills,
governmental support, regulatory
structures, good local infrastructure
and a location where the openness of
attitude means that there is just the
right energy and enthusiasm among
professionals and entrepreneurs to
foster the networks and creative
collaborations that drive the sector
forward. The event will take place
at The Sunborn Hotel and this time
the organisers are expecting some
250 attendees made up mainly of
international companies whose work is
relevant to the fintech industry. Among
these there will be companies seeking to
set up business in Gibraltar. The event
will include expert speakers talking on
a variety of specialist themes, and there
will also be opportunities to network.

25

with the University of Gibraltar and is
looking at the possibility of providing
some places at the Forum to local
students at no cost, in recognition of
the growing importance of fintech to
Gibraltar’s future prosperity.
Details of the 2018 Gibraltar International
FinTech Forum, the sponsors that
are helping to make it happen and
the speakers that are bringing their
expertise to Gibraltar can be found on
the website: www.gibfin.com
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finance industry are taking steps to
address this. In Gibraltar, we do have
the advantage of an open-minded and
practical government that is getting on
with the work of planning and preparing
for Brexit as well as a regulator that is
approachable and open.”

OPPORTUNITY

KNOCKS

Jon Tricker, Managing Director of KPMG Gibraltar, reflects on the
evolving world of financial services and how current challenges may
shape the future.

A

s one of the “big
four” accountancy
firms - with a huge
international network
and a workforce of close to
200,000 professionals located
in offices across the globe KPMG is well placed to express
opinion and offer commentary
on the global economy and
on the impact of breathtaking
changes in technology on the
financial services sector.
Locally KPMG Gibraltar is headed up
by Jon Tricker who leads a team some
20 people strong. While, in KPMG
terms, this is relatively small, they
are, he says, “big in talent, expertise
and diversity” and can draw on the
worldwide reach and experience of
the wider organisation. They are part
of the KPMG Islands Group, a key
sub-region consisting of international
finance centres (‘IFCs’) in Europe and
the Caribbean. “This arrangement works
really well,” says Jon. “The other IFCs
have a similar economy to Gibraltar,
largely based on financial services
and, in the case of the Isle of Man, also
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appealing to e-Gaming companies. Many
of our clients in Gibraltar also have a
presence on the Isle of Man or in the UK,
so being part of a global network means
we can share expertise readily.”
That expertise covers three main areas
of activity. As auditors, KPMG Gibraltar
carries out audits for large companies
such as insurers, banks and financial
service companies among others.
Locally they count some of the world’s
most prestigious insurance and eGaming
companies among their clients and
demand for their services continues
to grow as Gibraltar strengthens its
reputation as a financial services hub,
attracting more businesses to set up and
trade in the jurisdiction.
“KPMG hosts an annual eSummit in
Gibraltar,” says Jon. “It is an important
event where we invite top industry
figures to attend, present seminars, talks
and hold round-table discussions. It’s a
great event for learning from eGaming
experts from across the world and for
networking. We have superb support
from the Gibraltar Government and the
event is hugely beneficial for both KPMG
and for ‘brand Gibraltar’.”

In addition to audit, KPMG offers tax
advice and advisory services both to
individuals and to corporate clients.
“We offer advice on UK tax too, and
can support clients who have a tax
presence both in UK and in Gibraltar,”
Jon expands. “Our advisory services
cover a variety of areas from company
valuations to due diligence, assurance
and so on. We have access to a wealth
of expertise so if, for example, financial
systems are reliant on complex IT
systems, we can offer the services of an
IT audit specialist from the wider KPMG
network.”
Gibraltar, along with other jurisdictions,
is currently facing a number of
challenges, not least those posed by
the withdrawal of the UK from the
EU, as well as the disruptive effects
of technological developments on
traditional financial services. In Jon’s
opinion it’s Brexit that, in the short
term at least, is perhaps the biggest
challenge. “The business landscape will
inevitably alter and since it appears
that passporting rights to the EU may
be lost, there may be firms that will
have to move away from Gibraltar,
“This will probably impact, even if on a
temporary basis, on the local economy,
but the Gibraltar Government and the

While Brexit is an immediate issue,
Jon believes the challenges and the
opportunities posed to the financial
services industry by technological
advances are just as important and
are having a transformative effect.
“Technology is having a huge impact,”
he says. “I can see the world of audit
being transformed over the course of
the next decade, as technology enables
previously onerous and painstaking
audit processes to become automated.
Some of this change can be daunting for
some operators: blockchain technology,
for example, is altering the way financial
services are offered and introducing new
services at a remarkable pace.”
With so much imminent change, Jon
believes there are exciting opportunities
within our grasp. “While Brexit may
result in Gibraltar having to make
a move away from the EU and its
directives, Gibraltar has recognized the
essential nature of robust regulation

and has already placed itself it the
vanguard,” he says. Jon is confident that
Gibraltar’s reputation in financial services
will continue to grow and is encouraging
about future prospects. “Cross-border
issues may create their own challenges
and this may affect a number of
companies, but with Spain appearing to
be taking a less antagonistic approach,
this issue may not be as contentious as
initially thought,” he says.
Gibraltar’s resilience continues to
emerge and strengthen, he adds:
“Passporting works two ways, and there
may well be European firms wanting
to do business with Gibraltar in order
to access the lucrative UK financial
markets. Gibraltar is working hard to
create the right environment to appeal
to these firms.”
Jon also sees great value in the collegial
nature of Gibraltar, as a place where a
skilled, diverse community can readily
meet, share ideas, compete creatively
and collaborate with ease. “This is one
of the delights of living and working in
Gibraltar, as well as a great advantage
for Gibraltar as a jurisdiction,” he adds.
“There are challenges, but there are also
many reasons to be positive. We don’t

know what the future will bring, and
while Gibraltar continues to be flexible,
responsive and resilient, the future is
likely to be bright.”
Meanwhile there is a continuing demand
for more skilled staff in the accounting
profession in Gibraltar, which could
offer young Gibraltarians a share in
that future. “At KPMG we are eager
to offer opportunities to employ local
talented graduates and train them as
accountancy professionals, as well as
seeking skills from across the world,”
says Jon, “Our team is culturally diverse
and the experience of working with
people from varied backgrounds
and experiences is stimulating and
enriching,” he adds. Any Gibraltarian
graduates who are keen to enter the
world of accountancy and finance are
invited to get in touch.
If you would like to contact Jon, his
email is jtricker@kpmg.gi.

COLLEGE CLINIC
The Complete Approach to Healthcare in Gibraltar

LET US HELP YOU
The College Clinic provides multi - speciality medical services for private patients and businesses.
We have earned a reputation for excellence by combining a team of primary care physicians and a broad
range of specialists and professionals allied to medicine to ensure that all your medical needs can be
dealt with promptly and in one location.
We work together to give you healthcare to international standards combined with personal attention
so as to ensure a quality service.
Please check our website for full details.

COLLEGE
CLINIC

ISO 9001 CERTIFIED ORGANISATION URS Certification No 12032 UKAS Q M 043-A
College Clinic, Regal House, Queensway, Gibraltar
t +350 200 77777
e info@collegeclinic.gi
www.collegeclinic.gi
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allocated so there is financial control
and there is an electronic record for
the company’s financial managers for
analysis and accountability. It’s just so
easy and it frees the company to do
business, increase the client base and
so on.” Prepaid solutions are as vast as
the needs of each client: these can be
adapted for almost any circumstance
from what was once knows as ‘petty
cash’ expenditure to travel expenses,
hospitality (no longer do companies
have to deal with unwieldy luncheon
voucher schemes), childcare payments
for employees, loyalty card schemes
– there are too many to name, and
solutions can be created for each
individual need. This range of product
offerings are manageable, secure,
comply with rules on due diligence,
and can also be available to customers
who have not yet been able to build
up the kind of credit history that is
normally required by traditional banking
institutions.

E-MONEY
SERVICES
Daniel Spier, CEO of IDT Finance,
shares his insights with InTouch.

I

DT Financial Services Ltd (IDT Finance) is a
licensed issuing bank operating across the
EEA, although unlike commercial banks with
the familiar street front presence, this e-money
specialist is tucked neatly into a discreet suite
of offices in Bedlam Court right at the heart of
Gibraltar’s city centre. From here, the company is
behind a range of prepaid financial products and
is making the most of the e-money phenomenon
that is expanding at an ever-accelerating rate.
Daniel Spier, IDT Finance’s CEO and also Chair of
the Gibraltar Electronic Money Association, talks
to InTouch about the global payments industry
with great enthusiasm.
“We specialise in e-money services including issuing prepaid
instruments,” he explains, “and the progression in technology
we are experiencing mean that we can, and do, develop an
almost unlimited range of products such as both physical
and virtual cards, e-wallets and wearables.” In addition to
e-money, other advances in payment services across the
world such as blockchain technology and cryptocurrency
means that customers are becoming more familiar with nontraditional methods where the ‘middle men’ are cut out and
processes are simplified and faster. The monolithic structures
of traditional banking systems are beginning to tumble and
with the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission being the
first European regulator to implement a new regulatory
framework for digital ledger technology from 2018, the local
landscape for alternative payments is changing. What is
particularly special about IDT Finance, however, is that it is one
of the few European prepaid organisations that can offer the
experience of being a regulated bank and members of Visa
and Mastercard combined with the flexibility of an e-money
institution to help its clients develop and distribute cutting
edge products. “The technology combined with the expertise
we have built up over the years facilitates our working in a
dynamic fashion” Daniel continues, “and this means we can
find innovative solutions for those everyday problems that are
unique to each of our clients and their customers.”
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Daniel focuses strongly on clients
and their needs and emphasises the
enormous contribution e-money and
the associated technology makes to
facilitating businesses to innovate and
develop products to solve problems for

Daniel Spier came to Gibraltar in 2005, shortly after the
European electronic money directive was put in place. He found
Gibraltar an ideal location, partly because of the passporting
rights to Europe and its close links to the UK and also because
of the mindset he found here; the positive attitudes of officials
in government and the regulatory body, as well as expert
professionals already working in the financial services sector.
He found Gibraltar as a jurisdiction to be open-minded, willing
to listen and to support businesses in their bid to innovate while
still falling within the boundaries of the regulations. Even the
physical closeness to the regulator, with their offices just ‘down
the road’, is helpful, as is accessibility to the regulator. Gibraltar’s
positioning itself at the vanguard of regulation stands it in good
stead and Gibraltar is rapidly transforming itself into an effective
hub which in itself encourages a level of interest and excitement
that can generate intense energy, enthusiasm and creativity.
Gibraltar’s businesses community has that essential ingredient
of success: the drive that works on the notion that all challenges
can be overcome for the better.
E-money is not entirely new, but technological advances are
making these increasingly accessible to all types of businesses
as well as for individuals. “Prepaid is a great way to facilitate
and control expenditure for employees, for example,” Daniel
explains, “even in the most down-to-earth businesses – let’s
take gardening as an example – the company can allocate a
fixed sum per employee and apply it to a card. The employee
uses this to pay for a range of items needed to carry out
the gardening services: plants, fertiliser, tools, whatever the
company agrees. The employee can only spend the money

their customers. IDT Finance is nimble
and creative, able to react very quickly
to clients’ changing needs and not only
fits the mould perfectly as a modern,
innovative financials services firm, but it
also continues to evolve. “In an exciting
development, we are in the process of
being acquired by JAR Capital,” Daniel
tells me. JAR Capital is an FCA licensed
Asset Manager with bases in London,
Geneva and Gibraltar, and the company
has recently executed a share purchase
agreement to purchase the entire share
capital of IDT Financial Services Holding
Ltd, IDT Finance’s parent company.
Daniel is looking forward to forming part
of JAR Capital, saying: “Both companies
have a good deal in common, especially
our focus on the client and our desire to
innovate and create new products and
services. We have a lot of synergies and
can combine our expertise to work at
the forefront of financial services both in
traditional areas and in future markets.
JAR is the perfect partner to support us
as we enter into the next level of growth
and expansion in the exciting alternative
payments industry.”

unstinting drive towards maximising the
opportunities that are being brought
about by technology. From discussing
monolithic banking systems we have
moved to talking about alternative
payment systems, e-money and the
endless possibilities being opened up
for individuals, for businesses and for
Gibraltar.

ABOUT IDT FINANCE
IDT Financial Services Limited is part
of the IDT Corporation Group of
International Companies headquartered
in the US. Its cards are issued pursuant
to license by Mastercard International
and Visa Europe Limited. Mastercard
and the Mastercard Brand Mark are
registered trademarks of Mastercard
International. IDT Financial Services
Limited is a regulated bank, licensed
by the Financial Services Commission
(FSC), Gibraltar, under the Financial
Services (Banking) Act 1992. Registered
Office: 57-63 Line Wall Road, Gibraltar.
Registered No: 95716.

IDT Finance is at the cutting edge of
the exciting fintech sector, with an

Saccone & Speed
(Gibraltar) Limited
Importers and distributers of wines,
spirits, beers, liqueurs, cigars &
cigarettes in Gibraltar to a tied estate
of hotels, bars & restaurants & also to
the many off-licences, convenience
stores & supermarkets on
the Rock.

Operating since the 1920’s and
joining the group in 1985, Louis J
Abrines Limited has since expanded
to frozen & chilled foods, as well as
health & personal care products,
cleaning materials & over the counter
& pharmacy only pharmaceuticals.

Saccone & Speed (Gibraltar) Limited.

A Member of the Saccone & Speed (Gibraltar) Group Of Companies.
35 Devil’s Tower Road, P.O.Box 120, Gibraltar
t: +350 200 74600 | f: + 350 200 77031 | e: mail@sacspeed.gi
www.sacconeandspeedgibraltar.gi
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such as WaveCrest Group and Xapo.

World Trade Center Gibraltar wishes
everyone a happy, healthy and
prosperous 2018!
For further information, please
contact Mariela Gancheva, Front
of House Mangaer, WTC Gibraltar
(Mariela@worldtradecenter.gi).

WORLD TRADE CENTER

GIBRALTAR

W

ith an
unprecedented
uptake in office
space after
opening on 15th February 2017,
the state-of-the-art World Trade
Center (WTC) Gibraltar building
is now more than 98% occupied
and has already been judged
by an independent panel of
70 experts to be awarded the
Best Office Development and
the Best Office Architecture in
Gibraltar at the International
Property Awards.

The award winning 24,815sqm building
features 15,500sqm of Grade A office
accommodation, as well as an expansive
landscaped atrium, dedicated car
parking, roof terraces and an extensive
open plan, double-height entrance lobby
with Costa Coffee and Supernatural Café
split-over ground and mezzanine floors,
surrounded by several large TV screens
offering the latest news and building
information; not to mention a custom
designed and unique ‘We Grow Trade’
tree sculpture, spanning both floors.
Thought has even gone into providing
wider corridors, high-specification
common parts, lifts and luxury
restrooms throughout the building, to
prioritise occupiers’ well-being. Users
of the building also enjoy the provision
of the Happy Feet Nursery and Image
Graphics print facilities, with plans for a
doctor’s surgery to follow.
The building is strategically located,
just 8 minutes’ walk from Gibraltar
International Airport, 2 minutes’ walk
to the award winning Ocean Village
and Marina Bay marinas and just 5-10
minutes’ walk from key transport
hubs and Main Street. Views from the
building’s upper floors extend to the
Bay of Gibraltar to the West and the
Mediterranean out to the East, with
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A recent report conducted by UK
economic research consultancy, Nairne
Limited found that an estimated
£65 million was generated annually
towards the Gibraltar Economy by
World Trade Center Gibraltar. The
report also highlighted that close to
40% of occupiers in the building are
new to Gibraltar, again, signalling
a strong and optimistic outlook for
Gibraltar in a post-Brexit world. The
Nairne Report contained a number of
recommendations, one of which was to

learn from the successes of other World
Trade Centers across the globe, through
creating an international trade campus
around the existing World Trade Center
facility.
A number of leading companies occupy
WTC Gibraltar and make up the 1,500
people working in the building, ranging
from BetVictor and BDO to Playtech,
Kindred Group and HM Government of
Gibraltar; this is in addition to companies
with considerable FinTech expertise,

magnificent vistas of both the Airport
and the Rock of Gibraltar.
As a Member of the World Trade
Centers Association, New York, WTC
Gibraltar is part of a global family of 320
World Trade Centers, spread across
almost 100 countries and 70 capital
cities; enabling unparalleled exposure
for building users to a global network
of businesses and expertise. This has
proved to be ideal for promoting
Gibraltar’s aspirations on a worldwide
stage, as observed in October at a
Members’ Seminar in New York, when
Gibraltar’s credentials were presented
and promoted by WTC Gibraltar to
numerous World Trade Centers from
various continents, with the objective
of delivering prosperity through
international collaboration and trade.
One of the world’s best known serviced
office providers, Regus is also located
in WTC Gibraltar, offering valuable
incubator space for high-growth startups, many of which are new to Gibraltar
and some of which readily utilise the
trusted and recognised global platform
of the World Trade Center brand for
purposes of raising significant capital
from investors.

LAST REMAINING

OFFICE UNITS AVAILABLE
from 26 sqm
GROUND FLOOR:

THIRD FLOOR:

FIFTH FLOOR:

enquiries@worldtradecenter.gi

+350 200 63333

www.worldtradecenter.gi

UNIT Num.

UNIT SIZE m2

0.03

60

UNIT Num.

UNIT SIZE

3.09

26

3.19

26

3.20

142

3.21

44

3.29

45

UNIT Num.

UNIT SIZE

5.25

44

ENQUIRE NOW
intouch
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POSITIVE
ABOUT THE FUTURE –

IBEX INSURANCE LTD SHARES
A DETERMINED OUTLOOK WITH
INTOUCH MAGAZINE

A

long with other areas
of the financial services
sector, insurance
services have been
impacted by the rapid advances
in technology. There have
been those in the sector who
have expressed a degree of
trepidation at the potentially
disruptive effects of those
technologies: the breaking down
of processes, the simplification
of systems, the entry into the
playing field of individual players
or micro-teams. However,
Ibex Insurance are happy to
take change in their stride and
embrace the best technology
can offer.
“Technology brings with it opportunities
as well as challenges,” Rachelle King tells
me. Rachelle, Manager at Ibex Insurance
Ltd., is very experienced in the world
of insurance services, having joined
Ibex ten years ago as an underwriting
assistant. She worked her way up into
heading the sales team through five
years at the Costa del Sol office and
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has spent five further years at the helm
of the Gibraltar office. “Automation
has brought to the business systems
that enable us to work faster and more
efficiently,” Rachelle comments, “and,
of course, on-line systems make us that
much more accessible to our customers
and brings us closer to our customer
base.” Rachelle goes on to mention the
usefulness of social media sites to be
able to keep communications fresh and
up-to-date and facilitate interactions
with customers. “Social media helps us
keep up to date with local information
and can help us review our services
almost on a continuous basis. It keeps
our finger on the pulse of the business
and in touch with our clients – the
people who matter most to us,” Rachelle
adds. We also discuss some interesting
new developments, such as apps that
enable clients to make the most of the
services that their insurance policies
can provide, for example, an app which
a client can use when their vehicle
breaks down to contact the recovery
service, which, once you log in on your
mobile phone, can locate where you are,
contact you instantly with assistance
and provide a much faster response to
the breakdown of your vehicle.

It is in-depth local knowledge and an
understanding of their particular client
base that Rachelle believes differentiates
Ibex Insurance from their competitors.
The company is a Lloyds Coverholder
and has been an international insurance
broker since 2000. Fully licensed by
the FSC, Ibex works with some of the
world’s leading insurance companies
and offers a broad range of products for
individuals and for corporate clients. In a
crowded market, specialism is often key
to continuing profitability. Ibex Insurance
has a strong focus on the expatriate
market and understands full well how,
when a client is living in a country that
perhaps is relatively new to them, face
to face human interaction continues to
be an essential facet of doing business.
With 12 retail offices in mainland
Spain, Portugal, Mallorca, Tenerife and
Gibraltar, customers can readily find a
local and personal service.
Gibraltar’s office acts as a type of nerve
centre for Ibex. The company’s call
centre is based in Gibraltar as well as
its on-line services department, and
the marketing and accounts teams.
Being situated in Irish Town is a joy to
Rachelle and her colleagues. Not only is
the office easily accessible to customers

and staff alike, but Irish Town itself
appears to be lifting its own profile
within Gibraltar’s city centre. These days
not so much of the poor cousin to Main
Street’s glitz, Irish Town boasts shops,
cafes, restaurants and art galleries
along with new businesses in many of
its refurbished offices, all combining to
give the location its own appeal as well
as enhancing the appeal of established
businesses such as Ibex Insurance Ltd.

Rachelle and I go on to discuss the
importance of adequate insurance
for businesses. Ibex’s good local
knowledge means that they have a
thorough understanding of Gibraltar’s
varied business sectors. “It helps too,
that many of our key staff members
have been with us quite some time
and they are very familiar with the way
businesses work in Gibraltar, the issues
that affect them and indeed some of
our clients have been known to us for
some considerable time,” Rachelle
informs me, “it helps us understand
the idiosyncrasies of a district or even
of a particular building that might be
new to the client but that we might be
aware of through our work with previous
clients.” Rachelle emphasises how vital
it is to have insurance that is adequate
to the business’ needs. “Discussing your
business in detail with your insurance
adviser is best,” she recommends, “they
can help you assess the level of risk and
ask that all-important question of how
your can keep trading if everything has
gone down, if the worst case scenario
has happened. They can also help
you make sure that you don’t under
insure, and that any legal requirements
as regards insurance are met by your

business. We are very much clientfocused and flexible, and we will go
that extra mile to tailor services to be
just right for each client, individual
or business, because we know that
everyone’s needs are different.”
The insurance industry, as most other
parts of the financial services sector,
faces numerous challenges in what is
a constantly changing and evolving
landscape. Not least of these are the
challenges that are likely to be posed
by the withdrawal of the UK from the
EU. “We have a very positive outlook,”
says Rachelle, “there does seem to
be a determination, especially here in
Gibraltar, to make the situation work for
the best, so we are keeping a very close
eye on developments, but there is such
drive and energy in Gibraltar’s business
environment that at Ibex we have a
very positive, confident outlook for the
future.”

Hassans wishes you a happy Christmas and a
peaceful and prosperous New Year.

TAX • CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL • FINANCIAL SERVICES • FUNDS • LITIGATION • PROPERTY • FINTECH

57/63 Line Wall Road, PO Box 199, Gibraltar.
T: +350 200 79000 F: +350 200 71966
business@hassans.gi www.gibraltarlaw.com
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challenges from the basis of a social
non-profit perspective,” she explained.
Kate herself is a perfect example of
how GIT works to motivate and inspire
women to follow their interest in the
fields of science, maths, engineering and
technology (STEM), as careers, and also
to network and learn from others. “I am
a compliance officer in the day job,” she
told me, “but I believe very strongly in
the purpose behind GIT and I wanted to
get involved and offer support.”

HACKING FOR

HUMANITY
S

upernatural at the World
Trade Center Gibraltar
were the venues for the
first Hackathon hosted by
Girls In Tech in Gibraltar. Neither
the grey start to the November
morning, nor the fact that many
had been up until late into the
night planning and preparing
for the event diminished the
undercurrent of energy and
enthusiasm that bubbled around
the team of participants as they
set themselves up around the
restaurant.

Cristina Turbatu, Managing Director of
the Gibraltar Chapter of Girls in Tech
(GIT), had spoken to me about the
Hackathon a few weeks earlier when
we met up to discuss the success of the
Coding Bootcamp held the previous
month. The concept behind the
Hackathon for Humanity is as simple
as it is fascinating. It involves a twoday challenge for mixed skills teams
- designers, developers, marketers
and anyone working in or interested
in tech – to come up with creative
prototype solutions to real-life problems
as posed by local charities and social
ISSUE 32 | WINTER 2017 |
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organisations. Cristina explained the
potential beneficial outcomes for
participants as developing team-building
skills, role-modelling and the enjoyment
of rising to a challenge and solving a real
problem. The Hackathon, however, also
aimed to create a very real benefit for
Gibraltar’s community. Those problems
that were to be tackled at the event
were real problems that exist currently
for the participating organisations
and the solutions developed would
be shared online on an open source
platform for use by charities in Gibraltar;
the beneficiaries, therefore, potentially

could be far more numerous than the
organisations participating.
The Hackathon began with a registration
evening on Friday 17th November
at Supernatural when introductions
were made and when a draw was
held to match the challenges with the
participating teams. As the teams
arrived and set up that morning, I
spent some time talking to Kate, from
GIT, who talked me through some of
the challenges that had been posed.
“We had a really good response from
charities and we also have some

The challenges included creating a
social research platform to support
charities and organisations - such as
Understanding Gibraltar, the group
that posed the challenge - in gathering,
collating and interpreting social data
to develop better understanding and
to better target their various services.
Childline Gibraltar set the challenge
of creating an anonymity-friendly
case management system, and the
Animals in Need Foundation also
posed two challenges to the creatives
involved in the event: to develop a
sponsorship management system to
better implement their scheme of rescue
animal sponsorship, and to develop an
on-line system for volunteers to book
dog-walking sessions.
Observing the opening of the event, I
was impressed with the level of focus
the teams showed and the sense of
creative energy flowing around the
tables. While laptops whirred into action
and logged into the Internet, notepads
and highlighter pens were employed
into taking notes and jotting down
ideas as the teams explored ideas and
their potential application. The teams
were mixed: some had come together
because the team members knew
each other or worked together and
had entered as a team, while others
had entered as individuals and the GIT
organisers had arranged them into
teams making sure there was an even
split of skills. The start of the day had
been introduced by Cristina Turbatu
who had thanked the sponsors including
Playtech, Gaming Innovation Group and
the Gibraltar Government, all of whom
are very supportive of GIT and what
they are trying to achieve. She made a
special mention of Supernatural, whose
staff were busy making sure everyone
was fully fuelled so as to complete their
challenges on time the following day,
and she also thanked GibFibreSpeed
who had ensured that the internet
capacity was perfect for the day.

The enthusiasm among the participants
was infectious. “This is a great chance
to network and do something I love
at the same time,” said one. “Coming
back to Gib after having worked in the
technology industry in the UK for a few
years, I realised how much I missed the
meet ups for tech professionals that
you can get there across the country.
We really need that sort of networking
– it means we can share ideas and
ideas spark off new ideas. This sort
of event is great,” explained another.
The participants came from mixed
backgrounds, different countries, varied
experiences, but they shared a thirst for
creating solutions and contributing to
the local community by simply applying
their skills and engaging their creativity.
I spoke to programmers, business
analysts, data analysts, software
engineers and marketing professionals
to name just a few of the roles the
participants carry out in their working
lives.
There was also a strong current of
competitiveness among the teams: each
started off determined to win. On the
Sunday afternoon, each team pitched
the solution they had devised for their
allocated challenge to an impressive
panel of judges made up of: Professor
Daniella Tilbury, Vice Chancellor and
CEO of the University of Gibraltar; Gal
Shapira, CIO of Playtech; Paul Astengo,
Senior Executive, Gibraltar Finance;
Denise Matthews, CEO of One Media
and Events and Chapter Director, Start
Up Grind Gibraltar; and Cristina Turbatu
herself. The panel were hard pressed to
choose a winner but eventually settled
on awarding the first prize to “Stewie
Griffin” team which developed an

anonymous call management system to
support the work of Childline Gibraltar.
Runners up were the “Minions” team,
who developed a live call to text
application, and team “Ed, Edd and
Eddie”, who developed a website that
would encourage volunteers to walk
rescue dogs in their free time through
the use of gamification. The generous
prizes of £2000 for the winner,
£1,300 for the runner up and £700 for
third, were provided courtesy of the
Government of Gibraltar and the awards
attended by Minister for Housing and
Equality, Samantha Sacramento.
The Hackathon for Humanity was just
one of the initiatives provided by Girls
in Tech Gibraltar to help them achieve
their objectives of empowering and
encouraging women and girls to enter
and pursue careers in STEM industries
and to develop their technical skills. In
providing opportunities to network,
for self-development and for finding
mentors and role models, GIT are
also helping to engender supportive
networks for everyone involved in
tech and everyone who may not be
directly involved but who are genuinely
interested or want to develop new skills
and need to find the courage to take
those first steps. The Coding Bootcamp
held earlier in the autumn was another
very successful event run by GIT who
are set to continue with a vibrant
schedule into 2018, with events already
being planned for early in the year. To
keep up to date with GIT events, find
them on Facebook @Girls In Tech –
Gibraltar, or check out their website:
https://gibraltar.girlsintech.org
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Encourage Word-of-Mouth Marketing

COST
REDUCTION
FOR SMALL
BUSINESSES
By Eran Shay, Managing
Director, Benefit Business
Solutions Ltd.

M

any small businesses
work on tight margins.
As a result, small
business owners are
always looking for ways to
reduce their operating costs
without sacrificing the quality
of their offering or making the
lives of their employees more
difficult. In a small market like
Gibraltar, where economies
of scale are very difficult to
achieve, small businesses must
do more to improve margins,
especially when faced with
challenges such as Brexit, online
shopping, volatile exchange rate
and more.

While most entrepreneurs focus on
increasing sales, lowering expenses
is equally important when trying to
achieve or maintain profitability. So,
what are the best ways to reduce
operating costs? Below are some ideas
that can help you reduce the operating
costs for your business and enable you
to generate more revenue and reduce
overhead:

Cancel Unused Services
This may seem like a no-brainer, but it’s
easy for unused services to continue
to be deducted from bank accounts
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or charged to credit cards if you’ve
left them on auto-pay. Take a look at
all of your expenses over the past six
months. If you haven’t used a service in
90 days, cancel it. It might also be time
to re-evaluate the services you do use,
so shop around for a cheaper alternative
or use the occasion to renegotiate your
existing contracts.

Power Down Nonessential
Lights, Appliances, and
Machinery After Hours
This is a simple, straightforward way to
reduce your company’s electricity bill
without affecting its operations. And
once you and your team get in the habit
of following through, it’s very easy too.
In an office environment, personal
computer workstations comprise the
single biggest nonessential energy
suck, so make sure everyone powers
theirs down before heading out. Shut
off overhead and desk lights too, or
leave instructions for building cleaning
crews to do so when they’re done. In
restaurants and light industrial facilities
that don’t run overnight, power off
machinery and appliances not required
for safety or storage.

Align Costs with Usage
Your company probably pays for a lot of
essential services – telecommunications,
cloud storage, bookkeeping, perhaps
even legal support – via monthly or
annual plans. At minimum, you should

review these plans once per year to
determine whether they’re adequate for
your needs. If you’re paying for capacity
that you don’t need or use regularly,
you can likely downsize to a cheaper
plan without hurting your business.
Conversely, if you’re routinely exceeding
the limits of a lower-capacity plan, you
could be paying a lot to run over those
limits. Switching to a higher-capacity
plan might result in a higher monthly fee,
but it could save you hundreds in the
long run.

Buy (Gently) Used
Nowhere in your company Articles of
Association does it say that you must
buy only shiny new equipment. So why
not buy gently used items when it makes
sense to do so?
Depending on what your company does,
your used buys might include:
• Office technology, such as printers and
copiers
• Personal technology, such as
refurbished smartphones, tablets, and
laptops
• Vehicles, such as delivery vans
• Storage equipment, such as liquid vats
and bins
• Glassware and cutlery
• Furniture

Traditional advertising is expensive – really expensive. Even
Social Media and SEO marketing is becoming increasingly
costly. Organic social media conversation is one form of wordof-mouth marketing, a cost-effective and potentially powerful
form of outreach that essentially outsources part of your
marketing department to your customers. Word-of-mouth
marketing comes in many different flavours, such as: referral
programs that pay existing customers to refer new customers,
online review directories, such as Yelp and TripAdvisor, repeat
purchase incentive programmes, and more. Your company’s
ideal word-of-mouth marketing strategy or strategies will
depend on its audience’s demographic makeup, buying habits,
and response to messaging and sales efforts.

Use Freelancers and Contract Labour for NonCore Work
Freelancers and independent contractors are easier to hire
and cheaper to keep employed than traditional employees,
provided you have an enforceable contract to set expectations
and mitigate risk on both sides of the relationship. You
aren’t expected to provide freelancers with annual leave, or
paid time off, or other pricey benefits. You just need to pay
them for completed work. It’s important not to over-rely on
freelancers and contractors, as they’re likely to be less loyal
and may have other relationships that distract from their work
for your company. But for one-off projects and ongoing, noncore activities, they can serve as the secret sauce that keeps
your company’s labour costs under control.

Shop Around for Essential Services
Most business service providers operate in competitive
sectors. Use that to your advantage by shopping around for
essential services – or simply threatening to shop around at
the right time. This is particularly advisable when coming
to renew your insurance policy, bank credit facility, internet
provider and more.

Reduce Operating Costs by Embracing
Technology
There are dozens of online systems and software programs
that have automated tons of small business functions.
Accounting, website hosting, marketing communications,
payroll and more have all benefited from programs and
services that make it easier to manage many facets of the
business.
Cutting operating costs for your small business isn’t
impossible, but depending on how comfortable you are
working within a lean budget, it can take some getting used
to. It’s virtually certain that your business expense ledgers
contain at least some financial fat that can be trimmed. Even
if you think you’ve plucked all the low-hanging fruit, it may be
worth your while to bring an external business advisor to take
another look.
At Benefit Business Solutions Ltd., we take a close, critical
look at your cost structure. And it doesn’t even cost you! We
simply charge a percentage of the cost savings that we have
identified. It’s a win-win service. Look us up on
www.benefitgibraltar.com

T.L CONSULTING LTD
Seamless Transitions to
ISO 9001:2015.
Environmental Standard
ISO14001:2015
Health & Safety Standard
ISO45001
Implementation Made Easy.

CONTACT
T.L CONSULTING LTD
ON 57333000
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New Member
Profile

TECHNOLOGY, PROPERTY AND
SMART CHANGE LTD.

compromising on customer service.
Web-based technology means that it
wasn’t necessary to have a large suite
of offices or a Main Street presence, as
most people tend to start their property
search online. Instead, Smart Change
is in the World Trade Center, in one of
the Regus serviced offices. This office
solution provides a perfect setting for
meeting clients and provides the ability
to expand into larger offices as the
Company grows.” The usual services
of arranging viewings, negotiating and
so on are also provided – the use of
the internet to search for or market a
property does not exclude the essential
human elements of property sales – but
the difference is the fee structure.
Robert, with Media and Marketing
Manager, John Hazell, talk through
the use of technology for marketing
properties online and how through
technology, customers are receiving
better and more focused services. Smart
Change, as Robert is keen to observe,
is not using especially new technology,
but is using what is available in a way
that is user-friendly and also tailors the
services offered to be primarily about
value for the customer. Their business is

online focused, with a modern website,
smartchange.gi, an appealing Facebook
page, and in addition to these, they are
able to use the international property
portal, Rightmove, on which to advertise
listed properties. For selling properties,
Smart Change offers two options for
customers: a flat up-front fee, or a
higher flat fee for a ‘No sell – no fee’
listing. There is also SmartChange Lite,
a low-cost advertising service for those
Vendors and Landlords who are happy
to price their own property, conduct
viewings and negotiations. The company
has launched with a focus primarily on
properties for sale, and are about to
move into expanding their listings of
property for rent.
Robert adds: “Going forward we intend
to offer a full Property Management
Service, which in keeping with our
philosophy, will also have a low fixed-fee
cost.”

have identified one such opportunity at
Cape Verde – a world of pure relaxation,
superior service and world class resort
facilities, provided by the Resort Group.”
Smart Change is the exclusive agent
for The Resort Group’s Cape Verde
properties in Gibraltar.
Gibraltar’s property market is buoyant
and property continues to be in demand
with apartments in new developments
being snapped up off – plan almost
as soon as these are unveiled. Smart
Change Ltd believes that in Gibraltar’s
robust property market there is a
place for strong online marketing of
properties and low agency fees without
compromising quality of services, their
core message being: “if you want to
move, don’t just change your property,
SmartChange it!”

Not exclusive to Gibraltar properties,
Smart Change’s services apply in other
areas. “We think it would be smart for
investors to diversify and look for higher
yielding property investments in other
parts of the world,” Robert explains, “We

Launch Party Photo - “John and Robert sharing a joke with representatives
from the Resort Group during their Spectacular Launch Party

T

echnology is having a
vast impact on our world
and how we do business.
This is not just limited to
the financial services sector and
the veritable revolution that is
in process with the advent of
e-money, electronic payments
and cryptocurrencies, nor is
it a question of replacing tills
in shops with EPOS systems,
digital damp meters in your
workshop and smartreaders in
your water meter cupboards.
Technology is changing the way
that property is managed and
marketed, and Smart Change
Ltd. is one of the latest cluster
of companies worldwide that
is taking positive steps in using
technology to open up the
property markets.
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The concept is not new. “There are
companies out there in Europe, US
and the rest of the world doing what
we do,” Smart Change Ltd.’s founder
and director, Robert Martin, explains,
“ours is not a new model, but we did
feel that there is a gap in the market
in Gibraltar and the south of Spain for
this model and a customer need that
we can address.” Robert comes from
a property development background
having worked for five years in property
development and sales in Gibraltar,
experience which he is translating into
a web –based, low-fee estate agency:
Smart Change charges a fixed fee for
estate agency services, irrespective of
the value of the property.
Setting appropriate fees for the services
was an initial challenge, and Robert talks
me through the reasoning behind the
two options provided by Smart Change
to potential sellers. “I wanted the fixed
fee to be significantly lower than the
fees existing agents charge but without
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Breakfast Seminar
Autumn 2017

FOCUSING ON QUALITY AT
THE GFSB BREAKFAST CLUB

T

he Gibraltar Federation of Small Businesses
marked World Quality Day on 29th
November with a seminar that focused
on the ISO certification system and on
the changes to the standards that are coming
up in 2018. The event was attended by a variety
of Gibraltar’s businesses, a number of them
considering implementing the quality standards
and seeking certification for the first time.

expected to demonstrate
leadership.” He explained
the changes in emphasis
brought about by the
revised standards, changes
which focus on processes
and how the organisation
achieves its objectives while
integrating the principles of
quality management.

An initial presentation to set the context and give members
some background to the ISO programme was given by Tony
Lopez, an experienced ISO standards consultant in Gibraltar.
Warmed by the buffet breakfast provided by the GFSB,
members learned - or in the case of those who had already
achieved certification, refreshed their knowledge – of the
international standards.

Focusing on quality at
the Breakfast Club, GFSB
members were urged to
consider taking up the quality standards and use these as a
means to improve performance, to align all aspects of the
business with its strategic objectives, to develop the right
processes in order to achieve quality and to make this a way of
life for their business.

Tony proceeded to explain what the International Standards
Organisation is and how the standards evolved from their
beginnings with the MOD in the 1970s, when concerns about
safety, quality and accountability led to standards being set for
manufacturers and suppliers. These eventually gave rise to the
adaptation and expansion of a whole range of quality standards
for companies across the globe.
Tony further pointed out that over a million companies now
hold ISO: 9001, the quality standard that offers companies
a competitive edge and reassurance to customers. He also
reminded members that the standards have the benefit
of helping a company achieve seven quality management
principles, all of which are essential to success. These are:
customer focus, leadership, engagement of people, process
approach, improvement, evidence-based decisions and
relationship management.
Tony’s presentation was followed by a talk from David
Balkwell, a management systems specialist with many years of
experience in quality management. David spoke to members
about the changes that have been made to the ISO standards.
Those present who had already achieved certification were not
unfamiliar with these changes but David emphasized the need
to ensure that organisational systems, processes and evidential
documentation were in place ready for early 2018.
Members at the event were given the opportunity to ask
questions and in addressing a discussion on the level of
work involved in achieving the ISO quality standards, David
Balkwell told the meeting that “this does not work as a boxticking exercise”. He went on to say: “Top management is now
ISSUE 32 | WINTER 2017 |
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Is your website working

Meet the Board

hard enough?
We believe that your website should work harder than all your
employees. Your website should be attracting prospects,
communicating with them and turning them into long-term clients.
For over 17 years we have been specialising in creating beautiful
websites that work perfectly across all mobile devices, but above all
increase your sales.

Paul Collado
Vice Chairman, GFSB

Contact us for a coffee and a free website analysis.
What made you make the move into
running your own business?
I felt it was the right time to start my
own business. I was not too old or too
young to take on this new challenge/
adventure. I felt that I had gained
enough experience to take on the
challenge successfully.

point to ensure that the time I did spend
with my family was quality time and that
we did not just end up idly watching TV.
Every day that I am able to play with
my young children is a good day for me
so I suppose it’s a question of ensuring
quality when you cannot afford to have
the quantity.

What were the biggest challenges
in the early days and how did you
overcome these?
I suppose the biggest challenge that
one faces when starting a business is
uncertainty. One has to remain focused
and driven as the decision has already
been taken and second-guessing and
worrying about past decisions may
prevent you from successfully securing
future success.

What were the biggest mistakes you
think you made?
“Experience is simply the name we give
our mistakes.” We are always able to
improve on decisions and actions taken
but generally I am quite content with
how Britannia Management is operating
and growing.

Did you ever feel like giving up and
how did you overcome that?
Key character traits for any entrepreneur
are having a positive mental attitude,
being driven, focused and having faith in
one’s abilities. I did not think once about
giving up primarily because I was too
busy ensuring the business worked and
progressed as it should.
Was it difficult at times to balance
family commitments and business
commitments, and what are your tips
for finding that balance?
Family is the most important thing in
life for me. Naturally there is less time
afforded to family when you decide to
set up your own business but I tried to
remain focused that I work for my family
and that they will hopefully reap the
rewards of my efforts. I also made it a
ISSUE 32 | WINTER 2017 |
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What would you do differently if you
had the chance?
I have no regrets of decisions taken to
date.
What are the achievements you are
most proud of?
I am proud of assembling a competent
team of individuals who are able
to deliver the work ethos Britannia
Management stands for; receiving praise
from our clients as to the efficiency
and delivery of our service and, most
notably, for on many occasions going
beyond our contractual responsibilities
in order to safeguard our clients’
interests is very gratifying.
What do you think are the most
important characteristics of successful
business leaders?
Positive mental attitude, driven,
confident and a keen eye for detail.

What is your favourite thing about
being in business?
The future of your Company is what you
make of it, day in day out. Opportunities
are there for those who are able to spot
and act on them. Note on occasions
the hardest thing is to assess the
opportunities and reluctantly determine
you are either not ready for it or the
opportunity is simply not for you.
What is your business dream and has
the end game changed for you over the
years?
My ambition is to ensure Britannia
Management continues to grow
sensibly, continues to provide honest
and efficient services to our clients
together with an old fashioned sense of
duty and responsibility. Britannia must
always remain a good employer to the
staff who we consider our most valuable
asset.
Why did you join the GFSB and what
are its greatest strengths?
On many occasions friends of mine have
asked for assistance with regards to
business matters. Some of my friends
have very strong skills with regards
to the service they provide but were
unsure on some issues relating to the
running of their businesses. Joining the
GFSB was a logical step for my business
and for me personally in this respect. I
feel it is important, especially now with
Brexit, to lobby our members’ concerns
and work closely and positively with Her
Majesty’s Government to ensure we are
working on providing the best business
framework for local small businesses to
prosper under challenging times that
may lay ahead.
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Press Release

PUKKA INSURE LAUNCHES LOCAL
SOCIAL IMPACT PROJECT
Clubhouse Gibraltar and Nazareth House to benefit

N

ovember 20 th 2017:
As the season of goodwill
approaches and as part
of its introduction into
the local community, a new
social impact project has been
launched by Pukka Insure’s
Gibraltar headquarters. Pukka
Insure has been operating in
Gibraltar for the last year and
CEO Sam White wanted to
further widen the company’s
social consciousness and
connect with local charities.

The chosen charities are Clubhouse
Gibraltar and Nazareth House with

Pukka Insure sending a member of staff
as a volunteer once a week starting in
January 2018.
“We want to collaborate with these
charities in a way that allows us to reach
out and connect on a human level and
provide the community with a positive
social impact”, says Managing Director
Paula Coulthard, “this scheme allows our
staff to help during working hours
without having to worry about missing
work” she adds.
Pukka takes a fresh and innovative
approach to the automotive insurance
market and offers a working environment
that promotes an ethos of treating
staff and customers fairly. Thinking and
acting differently is in its DNA.

GOES GREEN…….AND ACHIEVES THE ISO14001:2004 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM- THROUGH
ACTION AND NOT JUST WORDS

“Philanthropy is extremely important to
us, we have a charitable foundation and
profit share with several hardworking
charities in the UK, therefore this is a
natural progression for us in Gibraltar”,
says Pukka CEO and founder Sam
White.

Horticultural contractors, Convent Garden, Convent Ramp, Tel. 20043134
e-mail. greenarc@Hotmail.co.uk

“Clubhouse Gibraltar would like to thank
Pukka Insure for their generous offer of
sending their employees to volunteer
at Clubhouse Gibraltar which will enable
us to continue with our Work Ordered
Day and Social Events, which help
people who are affected by Mental
Health difficulties to develop their full
potential”, adds Clubhouse’s project
coordinator Kevin Fowler.

Certification Body: Verification International of Nottinghamshire, England.

Global and
local business
solutions

Sponsored by

Is your business being innovative?
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BUSINESS INNOVATION
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Breakfast Seminar
Autumn 2017

WORKING WITH
GOVERNMENT ONLINE

E

stablishing supplier
relationships with
government through the
E-procurement system
was the theme of this week’s
Breakfast Club seminar at the
Gibraltar Federation of Small
Businesses’ offices in Irish Town.

Of cou

rse you

E-procurement, the Government’s online
system for managing relationships
with suppliers and controlling the
procurement function is now well on the
way to being rolled out and working.
The seminar attracted a full conference
room of members representing a wide
variety of Gibraltar’s businesses, from
construction, security and facilities
management companies, to office
equipment and furniture suppliers,
training consultants and food and drink
distributors and caterers.
The E-procurement system means that
eventually, as the programme is rolled
out, all government purchases from
external suppliers will be administered
online through the one portal. All
suppliers who want to do business
with government are encouraged to
go online and at the very least view the
system. For those who were uncertain
whether their services would be needed
or required by Government, there was
encouragement to check the website
regularly as eventually all requirements
from all departments will be advertised
through this system. If they saw a
tender or a request for a quotation that
interested them, they could register
at that point. Those who already
worked with Government departments,
or who wanted to do so, there was
encouragement to register. Eventually
the Government will only work with
registered providers.

can …

... build a Corporate Partnership with us
The slide presentation was
comprehensive and showed attendees
the different parts of the site. Once
registered, each business will be able
to engage with the Procurement
team in Government through a simple
dashboard, examine tender documents
and submit bids electronically. Once
the roll out is complete, registered
businesses will receive purchase orders
electronically and will be able to pass
invoices through for payment.
There was also plenty of advice offered
to members on applying some useful
principles on tendering for work with
Government. The onus is on businesses
to ensure they read through the
guidance to each tender document,
which will include information on the
points system by which the bids are
evaluated, and ensuring that all the
requirements of the tender are met.
Each criterion on the tenders would

be points weighted and there was
an emphasis on it being the most
economically beneficial tender which
will win the contract. The system is
overseen by a Board which will include
members of the relevant commissioning
department.
One of the most useful features of
the Breakfast Club is the opportunity
that members have to ask questions,
learn and discuss new initiatives and
systems such as the E-procurement
system. There were plenty of questions
as members probed the benefits and
detail, as well as discussions before and
after the presentation. “This was really
useful,” said one member at the end of
the seminar, “brief, to the point, but has
just given me ideas of services we could
look to tender to Government, which we
had not considered before.”
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